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Cowboy Bebop
Genre : Neo-noir, Space western
Directed by : Shinichiro Watanabe
Studio : Sunrise
Licesned by : Funimantion
Music : Yoko Kanno, The Seatbelts
Original run : April 3, 1998 - April 24, 1999

 Cowboy Bebop is set in the time of 2071, when humanity colonized the solar 
system they did this through “Gates” used to transport goods throughout the solar 
system as well as populate it. Interplanetary crime fell under the jurisdiction of the 
ISSP (Inter Solar System Police) and they created a Bounty reward scheme. Bounty 

hunters could bring in criminals to the ISSP for a monetary reward. This created the 
bounty hunters called “Cowboys”.

 The story centers around Spike Spiegel, a former hitman, and Jet Black, a re-
tired ISSP officer who travel the solar system in Jets spaceship  the Bebop. Along the 

way they encounter three new companions; Ein, a hyper-intelligent genetically-mod-
ified Corgi, Faye Valentine who’s an amnesiac con artist and Edward, a pre pubesant 

female computer hacking prodigy. The series is episodic, mostly about the quests 
and adventures this crew has catching criminals as well as exploring their day to day 

lives with the exception of Spikes over arching story.
 
 The anime recieved universal acclaim and is objectivly the greatest anime 

of all time and has recieved many awards. The appeal with Cowboy Bebop as well 
as it’s strongest point is the character development and has hands down the best 

soundtrack in anime. This anime is a gateway to understanding anime as a form of 
media and is the second reason anime became popular in the west, the next entry is 

the first reason. And this is the only anime where I can safely say that the Dub 
(enlgish version) is better than the Sub simply because Steve Blum voices Spike.





AKIRA 
Genre : Science ficiton, thriller.
Directed by : Katsuhiro Otomo
Production company : Tokyo Movie 
Shinsha
Screenplay by : Katsuhiro Otomo and Izo               
Hashimoto
Released : July 16, 1988

 In 1988 Tokyo is destroyed due to an explosion in World War 3 caused by an 
esper known as Akira. Akira was a young boy who had god-like abilities and was a 

test subject for the government with three other espers; Takashi, Masaru and Kiyiko.
Akira lost control of his powers and caused the destruction of Tokyo, afterwards he 

was recovered, experimented on with every scientific experiment known to modern 
science and then placed in a cryonic chamber under Tokyo’s Olympic Stadium. Thirty 

one years later Neo-Tokyo is created on a land fill just outside of Tokyo.  
 
 One of Neo-Tokyo’s inhabitants is Shotaro Kaneda, a delinquent and leader 

of a motorcycle gang known as the Capsules. His best friend, Shima Tetsuo, causes a 
gang war with another motorcycle gang and while escaping almost crashed his bike 

into Takashi, one of the espers, during a revolt who was released from government 
experimentation by a revolutionary army. Takashi was taken back by soldier and 

Tetsuo was sent to the hospital.  Military scientists and doctors discover that Tetsuo 
has the same capabilities as Akira and force them upon him, but like Akira he loses 

control and goes on a rampage because the other espers are trying to kill him while 
Kaneda, his girlfriend and other members of the Capules try saving him. 

 
Akira is highly regarded as the greatest film in japanese anime, if not animation as a 

whole. It won many awards and is an influence to movies like the Matrix and is the 
prime reason for anime being popular outside of Japan.





TRIGUN
Genre : Space Western, Comedy
Directed by : Satoshi Nishimura
Studio : Madhouse
Licensed by : Funimation
Music : Tsuneo Imahori
Original run : April 1, 1998 - September
                           30, 1998

 Trigun revolves around a man known as “Vash the Stampede” and two Ber-
nardelli Insurance Society employees, Meryl Stryfe and Milly Thompson, who follow 
him around in order to minimize the damages inevitably caused by his appearance. 
Most of the damage attributed to Vash is actually caused by bounty hunters in pur-

suit of the sixty billion double dollars bounty on Vash’s head for the destruction of 
the city of July. However, he cannot remember the incident due to Retrograde Am-
nesia, being able to recall only fragments of the destroyed city and memories of his 

childhood past. Throughout his travels, Vash tries to save lives using non-lethal force. 
He is occasionally joined by a priest, Nicholas D. Wolfwood, who, like Vash, is a superb 

gunfighter with a mysterious past. As the series progresses, more about Vash’s past 
and the history of human civilization on the planet Gunsmoke is revealed.

 A simpler plot than the two anime before it on this list  but it’s just an amaz-
ing anime. However it did not receive much critical appraise  due to the fact that 
it was not very popular in Japan but did very well in north america. Like Cowboy 

Bebop this anime is episodic until episode 17 where your mind gets blown with plot  
and back story. This is also the debut for the greatest voice actor in anime, right be-
side Steve Blum, Jonny Yong Bosh or you may know him as the black power ranger. 
He goes on to be the best voice actor in anime, also voicing the main character for 

my seventh entry on this list. 





NEON GENESIS EVANGELION

 In the year 2015, the Angels, huge, tremendously powerful, alien war ma-
chines, appear in Tokyo for the second time. The only hope for Mankind’s survival 

lies in the Evangelion, a humanoid fighting machine developed by NERV, a special 
United Nations agency. Capable of withstanding anything the Angels can dish out, 

the Evangelion’s one drawback lies in the limited number of people able to pilot 
them. Only a handful of teenagers, all born fourteen years ago, nine months after the 

Angels first appeared, are able to interface with the Evangelion. One such teenager 
is Shinji Ikari, whose father heads the NERV team that developed and maintains the 

Evangelion. Thrust into a maelstrom of battle and events that he does not under-
stand, Shinji is forced to plumb the depths of his own inner resources for the courage 

and strength to not only fight, but to survive, or risk losing everything. 

 This anime gained critical reception not because of it’s plot or it’s characters. 
This anime is INCREDIBLY controvesial  because of what it says about humanity, life, 

death and has been the topic of numerous debates and research studies on human-
tiy. This anime influenced pretty much  every “deep” anime with complex characters 
and plot to come after because it was the first to do it and has  made a termendous 

impact on Japanese culture. Infact I dont even like this anime that much, mostly 
because its fan base thinks it’s the greatest anime of all time but there is not a single 

character in the series who’s  likeable. However it’s so influencial and a great break-
down of the genre that you if you dont watch NGE it leaves a huge stain on your 

credibility as an anime fan, more so than all the other anime on this list.

Genre : Mech, Psychological Sci-Fi
Directed by : Hideaki Anno
Studio : Gainax
Licensed by : Madman
Music : Shiro Sagisu
Original run: October 4, 1995 - March 27,                     
1996





FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST:
BROTHERHOOD
Genre : Adventure, Science Fantasy
Directed by : Yashuhiro Irie
Studio : Bones
Music : Akira Senju
Original run : April 5, 2009 – July 4, 2010

 Edward and Alphonse Elric are two brother coming from a remote village named Risembool. 
When they were young their father, Hoenheim a gifted alchemist, left them and they stayed under the 
care of their mother and while he was gone they gained an affinity for alchemy. One day their mother 
died of illness and they were taken care of by their neighbors Whinry Rockbell and Pinako. They leave 

the village and are trained and taught by Izumi Curtis in the ways of alchemy. They go back to their vil-
lage and try to ressurect their mother by doing Human Transmultation, a taboo in the alchemy world 

because alchemy is based on equivalent and exchange, if you want to create you must give some-
thing of equal value. In this process, Alphonse loses his entire body and Edward his left leg. Edward, in 

an attempt to retrieve Alphonse, uses alchemy to bind his soul so a suit of armor and losing his right 
arm as he does this. Afterwards, Edward is given an Automail arm and leg and Alphonse is an empty 

suit of armor. They’re taken in by the military as State Alchemists and use this as a meduim to find the 
philosophers stone, however in their quest they discover Consipracy, the truth behind the philosohers 

stone regarding the Ishvalan War as well as their fathers past.

 This anime is on this list not because of influence. This is the first anime on the list, that is on 
the list because of how balls to the wall amazing it is. Unlike the first four anime mentioned this is the 

only one that is not episodic and has hands down the most epic, amazing story out of all anime. I’ve 
yet to meet a person who has not liked this anime, it’s just that good. Its has an amazing ending to the 

series and concludes perfectly. This anime has such a rich lore and back story, I really cannot express 
how good it is in words. The only downside to this anime is that it’s a reboot of an anime from 2003, 
Fullmetal Alchemist, which is just as good however you cannot watch Brotherhood first then watch 

the original and enjoy the original, although you can enjoy it if you watch the original first then 
brotherhood. This is due to something we call Filler episodes. When a company makes an anime at the 

same time that they’re making a manga they create filler episodes to keep up with the weekly airing, 
whereas mangas are released every month. This creates many side stories and side tracks from the 

manga. Brotherhood is Fullmetal alchemist the original manga, but true to every moment, plot piece        
from the manga, unlike the original series. 





SPIRITED AWAY
Directed and Written by : Hayao Miyazaki
Production company : Studio Ghibli
Music : Joe Hisashi
Released : July 10, 2001

 On the way to their new home, 10-year-old Chihiro Ogino’s family stumbles 
upon a deserted theme park. Intrigued, the family investigates the park, though 

unbeknownst to them, it is secretly inhabited by spirits who sleep by day and appear 
at night. When Chihiro’s mother and father eat food from a restaurant in the street, 

angry spirits turn them into pigs. Furthermore, a wide sea has appeared between the 
spirit world and the human one, trapping Chihiro, the sole human, in a land of spirits. 
Luckily for her though, a mysterious boy named Haku appears, claiming to know her 

from the past. Under his instructions, Chihiro secures a job in the bathhouse where 
Haku works. With only her courage and some new found friends to aid her, Chihiro 

embarks on a journey to turn her parents back to their original forms and return 
home.

 Like Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood, I cannot put into words how amazing 
this movie is. It made my childhood. Anything Studio Ghibli or even Hayao Miyazaki 

touches turns into gold. Miyazaki is the Walt Disney of Japan however his movies are 
more creative, thought provoking and give a greater sense of heart warmth at the 

end and frankly shits on Walt Disney. Also Joe Hisashi is my favorite classical compos-
er, his music is so maginificent I almost always listen to it when playing video games. 
The animation is outstanding for them time and really captures your eye with all the 

color and detail. This is the only Miyazaki movie on the list simply because it would 
not be fair to other anime if I put more than one because, either than Akira, his mov-

ies would fill the entire list. Not only that but Spirited Away is the most successfull 
film in Japanese history grossing 330 million.  





CODE GEASS: LELOUCH OF 
THE REBELLION
Genre : Mecha, Thriller, Tragedy, Drama
Directed by : Goro Taniguchi
Studio : Sunrise
Music by : Kōtarō Nakagawa, Hitomi Kuroishi
Original run : October 5, 2006 – July 28, 2007/ 
                     April 6, 2008 – September 28, 2008

 Lelouch Lamperouge is an exiled Britannian prince who was sent as a bargaining 
tool to Japan, along with his sister Nunnally Lamperouge, by his father, Emperor Charles zi 

Britannia, after his mother, Marianne vi Britannia, was killed. When Marianne was murdered, 
Nunnally was set up as a false witness. Because of this, her sight and her ability to walk were 
taken from her. This makes it difficult for Lelouch because he must take care of her while on 

the run in Japan during the war. After the war in the ruins of a Japanese city he then vows to 
his Japanese friend Suzaku Kururugi that he will one day obliterate Britannia. Seven years lat-
er, Lelouch gets caught up in a terrorist attack and finds a girl called C.C., who saves Lelouch’s 

life from the Britannian Royal Guard, by making a contract with him that grants Lelouch 
a power known as Geass. This power allows him to command anyone to do whatever he 

wants, whether bending their will to live, fight, or die on his behalf – though only once, with 
direct eye contact. Lelouch decides to put his Geass to use and find the person who killed 
his mother, destroy the Britannian Empire, and to create a better world where his younger 

sister, Nunnally, can live happily. In the process, Lelouch becomes the leader of the resistance 
movement known as The Black Knights under his alter ego Zero, as he gains popularity and 

support among the Japanese on his way towards rebellion.

  Code Geass is simply amazing, much like Brotherhood, it’s not on because of influ-
ence, it’s simply just balls to the wall amazing. As my all time favorite anime. It has collected 

numerous awards. There are two animes you watch where the main character is too smart 
for his own good and can play out senarios and strategies in his head, there’s death note and 

there’s this. However, Code Geass has the greatest ending in all of anime period.





GHOST IN THE SHELL: STAND
ALONE COMPLEX
Genre : Cyberpunk, Neo-noir, Military Sci-Fi
Directed by : Kenji Kamiyama
Studio : Produciton I.G.
Licensed by : Madman Entertaniment
Original run : October 1st, 2002 - October 
1st 2003

 In the not so distant future, mankind has advanced to a state where complete 
body transplants from flesh to machine is possible. This allows for great increases 
in both physical and cybernetic prowess and blurring the lines between the two 

worlds. However, criminals can also make full use of such technology, leading to new 
and sometimes, very dangerous crimes. In response to such innovative new meth-

ods, the Japanese Government has established Section 9, an independently operat-
ing police unit which deals with such highly sensitive crimes.

 Led by Daisuke Aramaki and Motoko Kusanagi, Section 9 deals with such 
crimes over the entire social spectrum, usually with success. However, when faced 

with a new A level hacker nicknamed “The Laughing Man,” the team is thrown into a 
dangerous cat and mouse game, following the hacker’s trail as it leaves its mark on 

Japan.

 Ghost in the Shell has always had a soft spot in my heart, I grew up watch-
ing this anime and it still amazes me. The animation quality is amazing for the time 
as well as its feel. It has a style similar and much alike Metal Gear Solid, which is my 

favorite video game. It’s belivebly futuristic and has a compelling and amazing story.





MADOKA MAGICA
Genre : Dark fantasy, Magical Girl
Directed by : Atsuhiro Iwakami
Studio : Shaft
Licensed by : Madman Entertainment
Music : Yuki Kajiura
Original run : January 7, 2011 – April 21, 
2011

 In the fictional city of Mitakihara, Japan, a middle school student named Madoka 
Kaname and her friend Sayaka Miki encounter a small, cat-like creature named Kyubey. It 

offers a contract in which a girl may have any wish granted in exchange for obtaining magi-
cal powers and being tasked with fighting against witches. Meanwhile, a transfer student 

and magical girl named Homura Akemi tries to stop Madoka from making the contract with 
Kyubey at all costs. Madoka and Sayaka then meet Mami Tomoe, an upperclassman at the 

same school who is also a magical girl and offers to bring them along on her witch hunts so 
that they may learn of the responsibilities that come with being a magical girl.As Madoka 

contemplates accepting the contract with Kyubey, she witnesses the death of Mami at the 
hands of a witch and realizes that a magical girl’s life is filled with danger, anguish, and 

suffering. Madoka also discovers that not only do magical girls give up their souls to form 
their Soul Gems, the source of their magic, but when those Soul Gems become too tainted 

with despair, they transform into the very witches they fight against. After these revelations, 
Madoka decides to become a magical girl with the wish to stop witches before they are 

created. This rewrites the laws of the universe, resulting in Madoka becoming nothing more 
than a concept and Homura being the only one who remembers her in the new world that is 

formed.

 This series is also just really amazing, kind of on the unrealistic, typical Japanese 
craziness side of anime although it is a magical girl anime. This is a great deconstruction of 
the magical girl sub-genre, kind of like Neon Genesis Evangelion was for the mecha genre. 



HONORABLE MENTIONS:
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumaya
Black Lagoon
Jojo’s bizarre adventure
Durarara
Berserk
Fooly Cooly
Angel Beats
Kinos Journey
Mushishi
Habine Renmei
Paprika
Princess Mononoke
Howls Moving Castle
Gintama
And the anime which our little mascot is from; Lucky Star

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Kristopher Kouvetaris 
(Gave some insight on the list)

Our teacher; Andreas Rutkaus-
kas
(Gave me the idea)


